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Secrets are like vampires. They captivate us with their forbidden mystery and promises of

excitement. Yet once inside us, they become toxic; compelling us to infect others, who in turn want

nothing more than to be bitten. It's a vicious cycle that ensures nothing remains secret forever.The

only way to protect yourself from their destructive energies is to simply turn the other way when

offered one. To resist the lure of the forbidden fruit. But sometimes, something just happens to you -

or you just happen to witness something - that forces one upon you; like an uninvited guest that

arrives without warning, and leaves only under great duress. Unfortunately, I have been burdened

by such a secret for over twenty years. You see, my childhood was stolen from me in broad

daylight, right under my nose, by a cunning thief who dazzled me with his charms, only to run away

with my innocence forever.It was the perfect crime, and at the time I was the perfect victim. But

thankfully, I was able to pick up the pieces of my life and gradually go on to live quite normally. In

fact, I even forgot all about my childhood trauma.Or so I thought. Because it was during a recent

chance encounter with my old teenage diary that I realized my demons had never truly left me. They

had only been lurking in the shadows all along as I busied myself with other things. I suppose I

learned the hard way that a secret kept in darkness only grows in potency.Â But there is one way to

diffuse a secret. To take away all of its power. And that is to make it public. For no vampire can

survive in the cold light of day. So it is at the behest of my wonderfully supportive husband that I

have decided to lay bare the ghosts of my childhood in this book, in the hope that in doing so, I'll

finally be able to lay them to rest forever. It's been a long, hard journey for me to get to this point.

And I thank you, dear reader, for playing your part in my recovery.EmilyWARNING: This book is

based upon a true story of child abuse, and as such contains passages that some readers may find

disturbing.
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Manipulation can be hard to see when the person is very charming, kind,and your very young.

Which also can make the victim carry a lot of guilt. This story sets the tone for all of the factors of a

predator. They know what they want and how to get it. Sadly it's always the law who has doubts

about what has transpired. Which makes it even harder for some to come forward. Trust from this

child's parent is one thing she did have on her side. Predators know when you're most vulnerable

also. It makes it easier for you to become their prey. This story is filled with... the perfect recipe for

the most vulnerable lonely child.

I have tears rolling out. Emily I don't know your pain but I was feeling it from the Bullies to the final

page What a great story

Important inside look at adolescent victims and their mothers coping with aftermath of a sexual

predator's abuse.

She was a very depressed little girl & it is lucky her Mother found her diary & called the police.

I cant say my heart was broken but it was a quick read with a happy ending. And it would have been

interesting to know if she was still friends with Jessica and if their parents were still friends too.

This just wasn't what I expected.

It is OK
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